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Imagine you were transported back in time to Medieval
England and had to start a new life there. Without mobile
phones, ipads, internet and social media networks, when
transport means walking or, if you’re fortunate, horse-back,
how will you know where you are or what to do? Where will
you live? What is there to eat? What shall you wear? How
can you communicate when nobody speaks as you do and
what about money? Who can you go to if you fall ill or are
mugged in the street? However can you fit into and thrive in
this strange environment full of odd people who seem so
different from you? All these questions and many more are
answered in this new guide book for time-travellers: How to
Survive in Medieval England. A handy self-help guide with
tips and suggestions to make your visit to the Middle Ages
much more fun, this lively and engaging book will help the
reader deal with the new experiences they may encounter
and the problems that might occur. Know the laws so you
don’t get into trouble or show your ignorance in an
embarrassing faux pas. Enjoy interviews with the celebrities
of the day, from a business woman and a condemned felon,
to a royal cook and King Richard III himself. Have a go at
preparing medieval dishes and learn some new words to set
the mood for your time-travelling adventure. Have an exciting
visit but be sure to keep this book to hand.
Beginning with the Norman Conquest of England, these
tumultuous centuries and their invasions shaped the
languages and political geography of present-day Britain and
Ireland. The Irish, Scots and Welsh fought their battles
against the English with varying success - struggles which,
like the events of 1066 in England, produced spectacular
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upheavals and left enduring national memories. But there
was still a common enemy: the Black Death - still the greatest
catastrophe in their history. There were significant advances,
too. Hundreds of new towns were founded; slavery, still
prevalent until the twelfth century, died out; magnificent
cathedrals built, schools and universities established; clocks,
gunpowder and the printing press. Magna Carta set new
standards for holding governments to account and trial by jury
won a central place in the legal systems of England and
Scotland. Tracing the political, religious and material cultures
of the period, as well as what might have been, John
Gillingham seeks to define the ways in which lives changed
during these turbulent times. With the words of
contemporaries to guide us, we can understand more than
ever before about national identities and the differences
which came to define and ultimately untie these islands.
"Description of England during the two and a half centuries
following the Norman Conquest. Covers the relations
between the King, the nobles, the Church, and the people.
Also covers the lifestyle of the ordinary people during these
centuries.".
This distinguished historical narrative of the Tudor period
considers the major themes of the period: the resoration of
order, reformation of the Church andthe opening phase in the
development of a new England.

This book discusses the emergence, forms,
composition, content, and the functions of historical
writing in Rus and sets the material in a comparative
context.
This book challenges the orthodox views of William
I's great census of 1086, to give an intriguing story of
the origins of England’s greatest historical record,
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as well as new insights into its contents.
Nigel Saul’s A-Z of life in the Middle Ages is
essential reading for anyone interested in the
turbulent years between the arrival of William the
Conqueror and the accession of Henry Tudor in
1485. Here in one volume is a mine of information on
all the major aspects of medieval society and culture,
giving a comprehensive picture of a world at once
alien and familiar, whose way of life has long
vanished, but whose visible remains survive all
around us. Nigel Saul provides a wealth of examples
to show how the great institutions of the age—the
Church, the Crown, and the law—affected the lives of
the English at all levels. Further entries catalogue
the cultural legacy of the period, from castles and
cathedrals to manuscripts, brasses, and stained
glass.
English life in the thirteenth century was
characterized by: a single Christian Church owing
allegiance to Rome and living on the revenues of its
estates; kingship with difficulty kept intact in the face
of scheming magnates jealous of their privileges; a
countryside divided into thousands of small estates,
tilled by peasants--some of them serfs--and owned
by lords with considerable power over their tenants;
armies of knights fighting on horseback; Gothic
cathedrals; monasteries; castles; town gilds.
Professor Holmes describes this medieval society
and its evolution, after the Black Death, into a
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somewhat different kind of society in the late
fifteenth century. He argues that the population
decrease as a result of the plague, beginning in
1349, brought about fundamental transformations:
village life changed, serfdom disappeared, the great
estates became less important, industry grew, and
the commodities and directions of trade changed.
Christopher Daniell's Atlas of Medieval Britain
presents a sweeping visual survey of Britain from the
Roman occupation to 1485. Annotated throughout
with clear commentary, this volume tells the story of
the British Isles, and makes visually accessible the
varied and often complex world of the Middle Ages.
The Atlas depicts the spatial distribution of key
events and buildings between 1066 and 1485, as
well as providing the relevant Anglo-Saxon
background. Charting the main political,
administrative and religious features of medieval
society, the maps also locate cultural landmarks
such as the sites of mystery plays, universities and
specific architectural styles. Topics covered include:
Iron Age and Roman occupation Anglo-Saxons and
Vikings changing political scenarios within England,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland religious framework,
including diocesan boundaries, monasteries and
friaries government, society and economy. Complete
with recommended further reading, this volume is an
indispensable reference resource for all students of
medieval British history.
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Professor Bellamy places the theory of treason in its
political setting and analyses the part it played in the
development of legal and political thought in this
period. He pays particular attention to the Statute of
Treason of 1352, an act with a notable effect on later
constitutional history and which, in the opinion of
Edward Coke, had a legal importance second only to
that of Magna Carta. He traces the English law of
treason to Roman and Germanic origins, and
discusses the development of royal attitudes towards
rebellion, the judicial procedures used to try and
condemn suspected traitors, and the interaction of
the law of treason and constitutional ideas.
Aimed at Key Stage 3 National Curriculum pupils,
this textbook covers all three attainment targets and
adopts an investigatory approach to the study of
medieval history.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a
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format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
This book is the first comprehensive account of the wool trade
through the whole of the medieval period. Within England it is
concerned with the production and marketing of wool and
with the ways in which the wool trade influenced the
economic and political fortunes of different sectors of society.
It describes and analyses in detail each of the periods of
growth and decline in the export market. As well as explaining
changes in the volume of trade it offers the first attempt to
portray the distribution of the trade among individual
merchants. As the scene widens Mr. Lloyd explains how
England's relations with other European powers were
influenced by mutual interest in the state of the wool trade.
Another major theme is the influence which the export of wool
exerted on England's economy as a whole.
Shakespeare’s Henry IV lamented ‘Uneasy lies the head
that wears the crown’. It was true of that king’s reign and of
many others before and after. From Hereward the Wake’s
guerilla war, resisting the Norman invasion of William the
Conqueror, through the Anarchy, the murder of Thomas
Becket, the rebellions of Henry II’s sons, the deposition of
Edward II, the Peasants’ Revolt and the rise of the overmighty noble subject that led to the Wars of the Roses, kings
throughout the medieval period came under threat from
rebellions and resistance that sprang from the nobility, the
Church and even the general population. Serious rebellions
arrived on a regular cycle throughout the period, fracturing
and transforming England into a nation to be reckoned with.
Matthew Lewis seeks to examine the causes behind the
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insurrections and how they influenced the development of
England from the Norman Conquest until the Tudor period.
Each rebellion’s importance and impact is assessed both
individually and as part of a larger movement to examine how
rebellions helped to build England.
"Medieval England" presents a broad panorama of the
political and cultural development of English society from the
Norman Conquest to the end of the Wars of the Roses. It is a
story of change, progress, setback, and consolidation, with
England emerging as a wealthy and stable country, many of
whose essential features were to remain unchanged until the
industrial revolution. Edmund King traces his chronicle the
lives of successive monarchs, the inescapable thread of that
epoch. Yet the great nobles, knights, and merchants meeting
in parliament provided constraints which bound even the most
powerful king, and a major theme of this book is the gradual
emergence of a single political community of shared ideas
embracing all ranks of society. Within this framework the
author examines many other facets of medieval England,
including everyday life, warfare and chivalry, religion and
learning, agriculture and economic developments, the
machinery of government, the administration of justice, art,
and architecture.
From the Battle of Hastings to the Battle of Bosworth Field,
Nicholas Vincent tells the story of how Britain was born.
When William, Duke of Normandy, killed King Harold and
seized the throne of England, England's language, culture,
politics and law were transformed. Over the next four hundred
years, under royal dynasties that looked principally to France
for inspiration and ideas, an English identity was born, based
in part upon struggle for control over the other parts of the
British Isles (Scotland, Wales and Ireland), in part upon rivalry
with the kings of France. From these struggles emerged
English law and an English Parliament, the English language,
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English humour and England's first overseas empires. In this
thrilling and accessible account, Nicholas Vincent not only
tells the story of the rise and fall of dynasties, but investigates
the lives and obsessions of a host of lesser men and women,
from archbishops to peasants, and from soldiers to scholars,
upon whose enterprise the social and intellectual foundations
of Englishness now rest. This the first book in the four volume
Brief History of Britain which brings together some of the
leading historians to tell our nation's story from the Norman
Conquest of 1066 to the present-day. Combining the latest
research with accessible and entertaining story telling, it is the
ideal introduction for students and general readers.

The castles, cathedrals and churches of England are
the visible legacies of the Middle Ages - but what of
the life that went on inside them? These were the
haunts of colourfully clad lords and ladies, clergymen
and monks and peasants and servants.
A Portrait of Britain in the Middle Ages1066-1485The
Middle Ages, 1066-1485A Portrait of Britain in the
Middle Ages 1066-1485A Companion to Medieval
England, 1066-1485Tempus Pub Limited
Using wide-ranging evidence, Martyn Whittock
shines a light on Britain in the Middle Ages, bringing
it vividly to life in this fascinating new portrait that
brings together the everyday and the extraordinary.
Thus we glimpse 11th-century rural society through
a conversation between a ploughman and his
master. The life of Dick Whittington illuminates the
rise of the urban elite. The stories of Roger 'the
Raker' who drowned in his own sewage, a 'merman'
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imprisoned in Orford Castle and the sufferings of the
Jews of Bristol reveal the extraordinary diversity of
medieval society. Through these characters and
events - and using the latest discoveries and
research - the dynamic and engaging panorama of
medieval England is revealed.
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